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Abstract. Narrowband emission (NB) is observed at Saturn
centered near 5 kHz and 20 kHz and harmonics. This emis-
sion appears similar in many ways to Jovian kilometric nar-
rowband emission observed at higher frequencies, and there-
fore may have a similar source mechanism. Source regions
of NB near 20 kHz are believed to be located near density
gradients in the inner magnetosphere and the emission ap-
pears to be correlated with the occurrence of large neutral
plasma clouds observed in the Saturn magnetotail. In this
work we present the results of a growth rate analysis of NB
emission (∼20 kHz) near or within a probable source region.
This is made possible by the sampling of in-situ wave and
particle data. The results indicate waves are likely to be gen-
erated by the mode-conversion of directly generated Z-mode
emission to O-mode near a density gradient. When the lo-
cal hybrid frequency is closen fce (n is an integer andfce
is the electron cyclotron frequency) withn=4, 5 or 6 in our
case, electromagnetic Z-mode and weak ordinary (O-mode)
emission can be directly generated by the cyclotron maser
instability.

Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Plasma waves and in-
stabilities)

1 Introduction

Earth orbiting satellites have revealed two general types
of non-thermal emission: directly generated emission and
mode-converted (indirect) emission. Auroral kilometric ra-
diation (AKR) is one of the most intense terrestrial radio
emissions and is directly generated by the cyclotron maser
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instability (Wu and Lee, 1979). Terrestrial continuum emis-
sion and narrowband radio emissions are believed to be gen-
erated indirectly by mode conversion from intense electro-
static waves (Gurnett, 1975; Jones, 1976; Melrose, 1981).
Jovian decametric emission and Saturn kilometric radiation
(SKR) are believed to be directly generated by the cyclotron
maser instability and are therefore counterparts of terres-
trial AKR. Similarly, narrowband radio emissions present
at Jupiter (narrowband kilometric emission or nKOM) and
at Saturn (narrowband emission) with similar characteristics
to terrestrial narrowband continuum emission are believed to
have a similar source mechanism (cf. Louarn et al., 2007).

The source mechanism of continuum emission and plane-
tary non-thermal continuum emission has been proposed to
be a mode conversion process occurring near the dayside
magnetopause and/or the night side plasmapause near the
equator. Both linear (e.g. Jones, 1976, 1988; Budden, 1980)
and nonlinear (cf. Melrose, 1981; Barbosa, 1982; Fung and
Papadopoulos, 1987; Ronnmark, 1983) classes of mode con-
version have been suggested as summarized in Kurth (1992).
All of these mechanisms involve electrostatic upper hybrid
waves. In the linear mechanism upper hybrid waves refract
(in a steep density gradient) to Z-mode waves at a wave nor-
mal angle near 90◦. Z-mode waves can mode convert to O-
mode waves (cf. Horne, 1989; 1990). The nonlinear mech-
anisms are described by the authors as more efficient than
the linear conversion mechanism (Ronnmark, 1989, 1992).
For these processes electrostatic upper hybrid waves coalesce
with some lower frequency wave.

Electrostatic(n+1/2)fce waves nearfUH (fce is the elec-
tron cyclotron frequency andfUH is the upper hybrid fre-
quency) are frequently observed in space plasmas and are of-
ten found to be associated with observation of loss cone elec-
tron distribution at the source (Kurth et al., 1979a, b). Ron-
nmark et al. (1978) has shown that wave growth rate max-
imizes when(n+ 1/2)fce∼ fUH due to the nonconvective
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nature of the instability. Auroral roar emission is left-hand
ordinary (L-O) mode emission observed by ground-based
receivers at frequencies from∼0.03–30 MHz. Narrowband
emissions are interpreted as emissions near the first and sec-
ond harmonics offce. In explaining the generation of ter-
restrial auroral roar, Yoon et al. (1996, 1998) have shown
that the growth rates of Z-mode are greatly enhanced when
f 2

UH=f 2
ce+f 2

p =(nfce)
2, wheren=2 and 3 (fp is the electron

plasma frequency). This Z-mode can escape into free space
by a linear mode conversion into ordinary (O) or whistler
mode (e.g. Ellis, 1956).

The first detections of narrowband radio emission from
Saturn were made by Voyager (Gurnett et al., 1981; Scarf et
al., 1982). Voyager 1 observed a band of emission near 5 kHz
between about 3.25RS and 58RS. Ye et al. (2009) have re-
cently presented an extensive survey of narrowband emis-
sions observed in the Saturn magnetosphere by the Cassini
RPWS instrument, primarily at frequencies near 5 kHz and
near 20 kHz and sometimes harmonics separated by the lo-
cal cyclotron frequency,fce. The emission is observed most
intensely associated with storms of Saturn kilometric radia-
tion and then is seen in each rotation. The typical bandwidth
is 1–3 kHz. Ye et al. (2009) have identified the electromag-
netic emission as ordinary (O) mode. They present direc-
tion finding results supported with observations that locate
the sources of the 20 kHz emission off the magnetic equator
near the intersection of the surface offce and the surface of
plasma frequency where(n+1/2)fce∼ fUH. The emissions
originate from the northern and southern edges of Saturn’s
plasma torus atL ∼ 7 to 10 for 5 kHz orL ∼ 4 to 7 for 20 kHz
emission (L is determined assuming a Saturn-centered dipole
magnetic field). These locations are consistent with the hy-
pothesis that the emission is similar to continuum emission
observed at Earth (cf. Gurnett and Shaw, 1973; Morgan and
Gurnett, 1991) and at Jupiter (Gurnett et al., 1983). Wang et
al. (2009) summarized the observations of narrowband radio
emissions by Cassini and examined the possible association
of narrowband radio emissions with a revolving plasma cloud
detected by the MIMI/INCA (Magnetospheric Imaging/Ion
and Neutral Camera) instrument onboard Cassini.

Menietti et al. (2009) analyzed an example of NB emis-
sion near a possible source region in the mid-latitude South-
ern Hemisphere of Saturn. In situ electron distributions sug-
gest NB has a source region associated with electrostatic cy-
clotron and upper hybrid emission. Linear growth rate calcu-
lations indicate that the observed plasma distributions are un-
stable to the growth of electrostatic harmonic emissions. In
addition, it is found that when the local hybrid frequency is
close to 3fce (fce is the electron cyclotron frequency), elec-
tromagnetic Z-mode and weak ordinary (O-mode) emission
are directly generated by the cyclotron maser instability. In
the presence of density gradients observed near the purported
source region, Z-mode emission can mode-convert into O-
mode emission, and Menietti et al. (2009) suggested that
this might explain the NB emission observed by the Cassini

spacecraft. These authors noted that it will be important to
test this scenario for other encounters with source regions of
NB, especially for conditions of varying ratios offp/fce.

Ye et al. (2009) present a list of 20 possible source regions
of “20 kHz narrowband source encounter events” (cf. their
Table 1). In this table the events vary over a range of param-
eters 2.76RS < r < 7.75RS, −31.2◦ <Latitude< 25.3◦, and
16.8 h<Local Time<4.8 h (where the latter extends through
midnight). While there is uncertainty in many values offuh,
the ratio offp/fce varies from close to 1 to as high as 17 in
one case. The emission frequencies vary from about 10 kHz
to about 35 kHz.

In this paper we examine in some detail new examples of
NB observed by Cassini at Saturn with center frequency near
15 kHz. The examples are associated with electrostatic cy-
clotron harmonic (ECH) emission and probable upper hybrid
waves, similar to the case examined by Menietti et al. (2009),
but in this new case, the source is in the Northern Hemisphere
and the ratio offp/fce appears to be somewhat higher. We
conduct a similar analysis of the in-situ wave and particle
data, including a spatial growth calculation, to demonstrate
that the cyclotron maser instability is likely responsible for
the direct generation of Z-mode emission which may mode
convert to O mode or NB emission as observed.

2 Observations and wave growth rate analysis

As explained in Ye et al. (2009) the Saturn NB emissions
observed most frequently near 20 kHz have source regions
that probably lie on the northern and southern edges of the
plasma density torus at Saturn. These are best observed dur-
ing Cassini orbits that extend to higher latitudes.

We have obtained electron phase space density data for 14
of the 20 cases in Table 1 of Ye et al. (2009). Of these 14,
only 2 cases have sufficient pitch angle distribution and cir-
cular polarization data for further analyses: day 269 of 2006
and day 003 of 2008. The physical location and plasma pa-
rameters for these two events are quite similar. We have cho-
sen day 003 of 2008 for detailed study because it had com-
paratively more temporal stability. At the time the spacecraft
was at a northern latitude of about 23 degrees, proceeding
southward at a radial distance of about 6RS at a local time of
about 21:00.

In Fig. 1 we display the wave spectrogram for day 003
of 2008 for the time interval 16:30 to 22:00 UT. The fre-
quency axis is linear ranging from 1 kHz to 90 kHz. The
white line near the bottom of the plot indicatesfce, and the
increasing upper hybrid emission,fUH, indicated with an ar-
row, indicates a steep density gradient. Narrowband emission
indicated by arrows emanates from possible source regions
near 17:30 and 19:00 where intense oscillations of the elec-
tric field are observed. In Fig. 2 we show a close up of the
probable source region of NB, indicating the bandwidth of
intense emission extends from about 10 kHz to over 17 kHz.
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Fig. 1. A frequency versus time wave spectrogram for day 003 of
2008 for the time interval 16:30 to 22:00 UT. The frequency axis is
linear ranging from 1 to 90 kHz. The white line near the bottom of
the plot indicatesfce, and upper hybrid resonance emission is in-
dicated with an arrow. Narrowband emission, indicated by arrows,
emanates from possible source regions near 17:30 and 19:00.
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Fig. 2. A wave spectrogram showing a close up of the region near a
probable source region of NB emission.

In this figure the spectral density is linearly interpolated be-
tween frequency channels producing a smoothing effect.

Circular polarization measurements for this emission as
calculated from the RPWS instrument are shown in the top
panel of Fig. 3 for the time interval from 16:00 to 19:00 h. In
this figure, no smoothing between frequency channels is per-
formed. Circular polarization is calculated from the three an-
tenna direction-finding measurements of the RPWS (Cecconi
and Zarka, 2005). We note that the emission centered near
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Fig. 3. Circular polarization measurements as calculated from the
RPWS instrument for the time interval 16:00 to 19:00 (top panel).
Near 15 kHz and 17.5 h note a transition from blue to yellow-red.
The bottom panel displays the azimuth angle in radians of the di-
rection to the source in spacecraft coordinates. A distinct change in
azimuth angle occurs near 15 kHz and 17.5 h.

15 kHz has a red color (+1) corresponding to left-hand cir-
cular (LHC) polarization for times greater than about 17.5 h,
but is mixed for earlier times. The polarization of O-mode
emission is left-hand circular (LHC), and forfp/fce> 1, the
polarization of Z-mode is also LHC. The LHC polarization
of Z-mode and O-mode thus appear red (+1) on the spectro-
gram. We interpret the transition from light blue (V ≈ −.25)
to red at∼15 kHz near 17.5 h to indicate that the Cassini
spacecraft travels through the source region thus experienc-
ing wave vectors,k, that reverse direction relative to the local
magnetic field producing a reversal of the polarization. The
reversal of polarization can be interpreted as evidence that
the spacecraft traverses the source region. This interpreta-
tion assumes the emission wave mode does not change and
is always observed from the same side of the antenna plane
(the plane containing the Cassini U and V antennas, which
lie in the spacecraft x-y axis). Thus the satellite is believed
to have passed very near the source region.

In the bottom panel of Fig. 3 we show the azimuth angle
of the direction to the source with respect to spacecraft coor-
dinates. The color bar is in units of radians. The spacecraft
orientation relative to Saturn equatorial coordinates changes
very little during the time interval of Fig. 3. The importance
of this panel is that it shows a rapid change of direction to the
source region near 15 kHz and 17.5 h, supporting our inter-
pretation of a spacecraft traversal of the NB source region.
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Fig. 4. Contour of the electron phase space density (PSD) for the
time interval 17:29:35 to 17:29:36 forE < 20 keV, assuming the
reflection of the data as described in the text. A loss cone for pitch
angles less than about 20 degrees is observed. The contour levels
are log10(PSD) in units of s3/m6.

3 Growth rate calculations

Growth rate calculations for the Z and O modes require a
semi-relativistic treatment. In this section we treat these
emissions using an analytical approach based on the work
of Yoon et al. (1996, 1998).

To investigate the generation mechanism of these waves,
we require the electron phase space density (PSD) distribu-
tion. At the time of the observations, the Cassini spacecraft
electron particle detector, the Electron Spectrometer (ELS),
was only viewing in one hemisphere covering an approxi-
mate range of pitch angles 3.4◦ < α < 81.4◦. Since the space-
craft is located at low L-shells (L < 7.3) and most proba-
bly closed field lines, we have assumed that the data are gy-
rotropic and can also be mirror-reflected to the supplemental
range of pitch angles, 180◦

−α. In Fig. 4 we show a con-
tour of the electron PSD for the time interval 17:29:35 to
17:29:36 forE < 20 keV, assuming the reflection of the data
as described. We observe a loss cone for pitch angles less
than about 20 degrees.

In order to facilitate the analytical calculation of the
growth rate of Z-mode and O-mode, we introduce a func-
tional form for the distribution function similar to that of
Yoon et al. (1996) as follows:
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Fig. 5. Contours of PSD determined from the analytical model de-
scribed by Eq. (1) with parameters from the text.
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·

(
1+1− tanh

µ2
−µ2

0

δ2
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(1)

This functional form effectively assumes a background dis-
tribution and an energetic population along with a loss cone.

The input parameters areu=P/mec is the normalized mo-
mentum,µd = cosine of the pitch angle,α0 = 0.02 (parallel
thermal speed for core species = 6×106 m/s), r0=1×10−15

(core distribution),α = 0.0667 (Gaussian thermal speed =
2×107 m/s),µ0 =cos(θL) ≈ 0.97 (loss cone angleθL ≈ 14◦),
1 = 0 (loss cone depth factor),δ = 0.35 (width of loss cone),
κ = 3 (fitting parameter),re=4×10−18 (energetic distribu-
tion).

The model distribution used in the growth rate calculation
is shown in Fig. 5. The depth of the loss cone observed in
the data of Fig. 4 is not precisely known since the minimum
pitch angle measured is about 3.4 degrees from the magnetic
field. We have chosen a model loss cone depth parameter,
1, that produces a shallow loss cone that is unstable to the
growth of the CMI.

4 Temporal and spatial growth rate

The contours of Z-mode growth rate versus propagation an-
gle θ (in degrees) and normalized frequencyω/� (� is the
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cyclotron frequency) for three different cases ofωp/�=3, 4,
and 5 are shown in Fig. 6. An example of resonance circle in
the caseωp/�=4,ω/�=4.123,θ=89.5◦ is shown in Fig. 7.

We repeated the growth rate calculation for ofωp/� rang-
ing from 3 to 6 in a continuous way. For each ofωp/�, we
determined the most unstable mode. Most unstable modes
are found to have quasi-perpendicular propagation angle, and
with frequency very close to the upper hybrid frequency. Fig-
ure 8 plots the maximum growth rateγ /� versusωp/�. For
quasi-perpendicular propagation, the relativistic resonance
condition dictates that

0ω−s� ≈ 0 (2)

where0 is the relativistic factor. If this factor can be approxi-
mated by unity,ω by ωuh, then one can see that the resonance
condition can be satisfied when

ω2
uh

�2
= 1+

ω2
p

�2
= s2 (3)

or

ωp

�
=

√
s2−1 (4)

For s=4, 5, and 6 the corresponding values ofωp/� are
ωp/�=3.8730, 4.8990, and 5.916, respectively. Z-mode
growth is greatly enhanced whenωp/� assumes these val-
ues. In Fig. 8,ωp/�=3.8730, 4.8990, and 5.916 are indicated
by arrows.
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The results indicate a narrow bandwidth associated with
the conditionfuh=nfce. To explain the bandwidth of intense
emission shown in Fig. 2, extending from about 10 kHz to
about 17.5 kHz, we hypothesize emission occurs within a
region of strong density gradient that contains a range of
plasma densities,∼9 kHz< fp <∼ 17.5 kHz while the space-
craft position changes over the time interval 17:26 to 17:39.

In Fig. 9 we plot the relative spatial growth of the Z-mode
emission as a function ofωp/�. The spatial growth is the
temporal growth rate divided byvg/c, wherevg is the group

Z-mode

O-mode

Mode Conversion
Z    > 0

A-D09-060

B

n

Fig. 10. A cartoon showing how Z-mode waves generated at large
wave normal angles can refract to small wave normal angles in a
density gradient along the magnetic field as is the case near the high
latitude boundaries of the Enceladus torus. These Z-mode waves
will be expected to mode convert to O-mode (NB emission) and
then refract to propagate perpendicular to the density gradient.

velocity andc is the speed of light. Forωp/� ∼ 5 we find the
maximum spatial growth approaches 45.

The convective growth length,Lc=vg/ωi , whereωi is the
imaginary frequency. From Fig. 9 we findωic/vg=45, and
Fig. 8 indicatesωi ∼ 1.0×10−3�, givingvg=.436c andLc ∼

6.5×103 km.

It is well known that the cold plasma formulation for the
index of refraction,N , for the Z and O modes are nearly co-
incident under certain conditions (cf. Stix, 1992; Benson et
al., 2006). For instance, the curves forN2 versusω nearly
intersect for wave normal angles<2◦ and ωp/� ∼ 4. For
ω > 4�, N > 1, and Z-mode waves generated at large wave
normal angles will refract to small wave normal angles in a
density gradient along the magnetic field as is the case near
the high latitude boundaries of the Enceladus torus. These Z-
mode waves will be expected to mode convert to O-mode and
then refract to propagate perpendicular to the density gradi-
ent. This process is shown schematically in Fig. 10.

In Fig. 1 we have indicated another possible source re-
gion of NB emission near 18:55 UT. This source region is
associated with a higher density but lower temperature. Po-
larization measurements shown in Fig. 3 do not aid us for
this time period, because the spacecraft began a 90◦ roll
movement starting at about 18:50 UT continuing to about
19:10 UT. It is extremely difficult to interpret the change in
color seen in Fig. 3 above 20 kHz near 18.8 h from blue to
yellow. The change can be due to passage through the source
region and/or to the rotation of the spacecraft. The electron
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in Fig. 11a, which can be compared to Fig. 4. Note that the
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Fig. 12. Calculated values of Z-mode temporal growth rate relative
to � (a) and spatial growth rate(b) versusωp/�, but now for the
probable source near 18:55 UT.

due to the operational mode of the ELS instrument. Impor-
tantly, a loss cone is observed in the distribution shown in
Fig. 11a similar to that shown in Fig. 4. However, for the
data collected in Fig. 11a the smallest observed pitch angle
is ∼7.5◦ (compared to∼3.4◦ for Fig. 4). We have conducted
a growth rate analysis for this new distribution as before. The
model distribution function is again given by Eq. (1), but now
with

α0 = 0.0043 (parallel thermal speed for core species

= 1.30×106 m/s)

α = 0.0115 (Gaussian thermal speed = 9.19×106 m/s)

κ = 1
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r0 = 5×10−16 (core distribution)

re = 1×10−17 (energetic distribution)

The model distribution is shown in Fig. 11b.
The loss cone parameters are the same as before. Even

though the overall density of this distribution is somewhat
higher, the temperature is lower, leading to a lower value
of kappa, and smaller growth rates, as displayed in Fig. 12.
This figure has the same format as Figs. 8 and 9 but includes
one higher harmonic. As seen by comparison, the temporal
growth rates for Z-mode shown in Fig. 12 are positive and
occur for wave normal angles>88◦, but they are almost 2
orders of magnitude lower than those shown in Fig. 8. The
spatial growth rates shown in Fig. 12 are only about 1 or-
der of magnitude smaller, yielding a large convective growth
length of 7.1×104 km. This weak growth may be due to a
relaxed electron distribution due to instrumental limitations.
It is certainly possible that the loss cone observed at this time
is much steeper and deeper, because there are no observa-
tions for the smallest pitch angles (<7.5◦ at this time), and
the distribution required a number of seconds to collect.

5 Discussion and summary

Next to Saturn kilometric radiation, Saturn NB emission is
perhaps among the more common and intense of the radio
emissions observed at Saturn. In this study we have isolated
two examples of this emission at∼14 kHz and∼20 kHz near
a fortuitous encounter by Cassini of a probable source re-
gion, and we study the occurring generation mechanisms.
We have been fortunate to obtain electron phase space densi-
ties with a sufficient pitch angle distribution for analysis. The
results reported here support and extend the work of Menietti
et al. (2009).

We use the theory of the cyclotron maser instability and a
tractable analytic model of the electron distribution function
(Eq. 1 and Fig. 5) to calculate the wave temporal and spatial
growth rate for both Z-mode and O-mode (NB) emission.
This is possible because, as discussed by Yoon et al. (1998)
when the local upper hybrid frequency is in close vicinity to
n�, harmonic Z-mode emission growth rate can be exceed-
ingly high. Our results indicate that the Z-mode emission has
a peak growth rate that is many orders of magnitude larger
than the O-mode (Fig. 6), and a convective growth length of
about 6500 km. To account for the observed O-mode emis-
sion seen in Figs. 1 and 2 (NB), we postulate a mode con-
version from Z-mode to O-mode near the satellite location
during the interval 17:26 to 17:39 UT. Using the measured
plasma parameters for this event in cold plasma theory we
find that the dispersion curves for the Z-mode and O-mode
are nearly coincident for a wave normal angle less than 2◦

for each mode. These results therefore indicate that a likely
source of the observed NB emission is mode conversion of
Z-mode to O-mode near the density gradient (indicated by

the falling magnitude offUH seen in Fig. 1) where the index
of refraction of the two modes match.

Growth rate calculations for the possible source near 18:55
produce only weak growth of Z-mode emission, even though
the observed NB emission for this source region appears just
as intense in Fig. 1 as the emission from the source near
17:30 UT. While we believe that the same growth mecha-
nism for Z-mode emission followed by mode conversion to
O-mode is taking place for both source regions, there is ev-
idence that the measured electron distribution function may
be relaxed, thus explaining the small calculated growth rates.
Another source of Z-mode emission may be linear or non-
linear conversion of upper hybrid waves near a steep den-
sity gradient as discussed earlier (cf. Jones, 1976; Melrose,
1981).

The Saturn NB emission is similar in morphology to ter-
restrial continuum emission and to Jovian nKOM emission
(Louarn et al., 2007), implying that the analysis presented
may have feasibility at other planets. Recent evidence in-
dicates that NB emission near 5 kHz has a different source
region than NB emission near 20 kHz (cf. Ye et al., 2009).
Future studies of the source region and generation of this
emission will be important.
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